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By examining the light-cone formulation of the string theory 

it was found [1] that the symmetry of the quantum system is larger 

than the usual BRST-invariance [2,3]. This is the group of the 

global OSP( 1. 112) symmetry. Its existence may be related to the 

extended algebra of constraints ~. and subsidiary conditions ~j 
1 

[4,5] > 

k (1){~i' qij} = ~ Ui j qik 

{q;., ~j} = B~ - E T~k ~ ( 2) 
11 k 1 

{~i, ~j} = o. (3 ) 

The braces mean the canonical Poisson brackets. The constants B~
1 

and T~ . satisfy the relations which follow from the Jacobi 
lJ 

identities. If the constraint algebra (1) is the classical 

Virasoro algebra, then B~ = o~. 
1 1 

The study of the questions connected with string interactions 

[6] as well as the investigations in the two-dimensional conformal 

field theories [7] lead to the problems which are formulated on 

Riemann surfaces of arbitrary' genus. In papers [8,9] Krichever and 

Novikov introduced
I 

a basis on these surfaces in the space of 

vector fields holomorphic out of two distinguished points P±> and 

studied the tensor objects arising here. The basic vector fields 

e form the Krichever-Novikov algebra (KN algebra) wich reduces to
i 

the Virasoro algebra in the g = 0 case, 
go 

s
[e i , e j ] = E Ci j e i + j - ( 4) 

s 
s=-go 

Index i takes integral values for even g and half-integral values 

. 3 
for odd g, and go=zg. 

Algebra (4) is interesting from the physical point of view. 

I 
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Its realization in t.e r me of Virasoro-type operators obtained in of P±, then the integral does not depend on the choice of contour. 

paper [9] is a constraints algebra for the c Loe e d interacting On the tensor fields I~A) 
J 

the representations of KN-algebra 

the e x i s t.e nce of 

string. In this 

of (1)~(3) kind 

the corresponding geometrical construction on the 

case the'question of Pts extension to the algebra 

arises. To answer it, it is natural to make clear .i1./ 

are 

£ I(A) 
e 

i 
j 

realized. 

e.~/~A) 
1 J 

+ A/~A)~e. 
J 1 

= E R~~k) 
k lJ 

Ik(A) (8) 

given Riemann surface, and then try to realize it by means of t he structure constants (A)Ri j k 
( (-1) i+j~k)Ri j k =Ci j are equal to 

dynamical 

sent note 

variables of 

deals with. 

the closed string. This is what the pre-
R~~) 
lJk 

1 . 
= ---. ,( /(l-A)[e.~/~A) 

2ITl r -k 1 J 
+ A/~A)~e.] 

J 1 

_R~l-A) 
1,-k,-j e.9 ) 

Let us consider a family of tensor fields f~A) 
J 

on Riemann The covariant holomophic differential ? in the local coordinate 

surface :2: of genus g, parametrized by real numbers A (conformal system has the form ~=dZ0?010Z' and its action on the basis (dZ)A 

weight) [8]. They are holomorphic everywhere on :2: except possibly is defined from the formula 

the poles in P+. 
-

The forms /~A) 
J 

have the following behaviour near ~oloZ (dZ)A = - A r(Z)(dZ)A (10) 

the pUl').ctures: 
The transformation properties of the connection feZ) in going from 

f~A) 
J 

= a~A)± 
J 

(Z+)±j-S(A)[1+0(Z+)](dZ+)A, 
- -

(5) 
a patch UOI with the complex coordinates ZOI to another patch Ui1 

where S(A)=~-A(g-l). For A~O,l and Ijl~~ the definition of f~A) is with the coordinates Z(1=f( ZOI) are r (1(ZI1) f' = r OI( ZOI) -f If where 

slightly different [8,9]. Formula (5), ae a consequence of the f'=oZ(1IOZOI Expressions (8) and (9) are independent of the 

Riemann-Roch theorem, uniquely determineS the forms f~A) up to a connection. 

constant on whole surface :2:. We normalize them by setting a~A)+=l. 
J 

Assume that the algebra (1)-(3) is amongst the set of 

Let us also introduce ·convenient notations infinite dimensional algebras characterized by A: 

e.=/-l)
J j , 

A.=/(o)
J j , 

,)=/( 1)
-j , 

n j =/ ( 2 )
-j . ( 6) [L i, L j J E R~~l)L 

k lJk k ' 

The nuality relations [L., 
1 

N~A)] 
J 

E R~ ~ -A ) (.A ) 
k lJk Nk + 

e~A) 
lj , ( 11) 

~ 
2ITl 

I /A)/(~-A)=r 1 -J 
<5 •• 

lJ 
(7) 

[N~A), 
1 

N~A)] 
J 

= 0 . 

hold for all values Qf i and j. Here and further, if there is no 
Here the brackets are the abstract commutators. To find possible 

special notice, the integration is over a nonselfcrossing contour, 
I,ll 

central extensions (~~) 
lJ 

of the algebra (11) , let us make 

which divides :2: into two parts 
+

:2:-, so that 
+

P±c:2:-. So far as all 
additional transformations. For this, according to the paper [8], 

.these contours are homologous and integrands are holomorphic out 
~,l consider the set of contours C

T 
on the surface :2:, defined as level 

32 



Q 
curves of the function He p(Q), where p(Q)=J w~ Q is an arbitrary which involve cyclic permutations of the operators N(A)(Q), T(Q'),

Q 0 
o 

T(Q") . 
fixed point, and w is the unique meromorphic differential of the 

n
 .6. ( Q , Q' ) '7~ ( A) ( Q , Q" ) + A~ ( A) (Q , Q" ) '7.6. ( Q, Q') _ ( Q'~ Q") =
 third kind, which has simple poles at P± with residues equal to 

= ~ (A) (Q,Q' )'7' .6.(Q' ,Q") _ (Q' # Q").(±1) and purely imaginary periods over all cycles, 

On the contour C
T 

we introduce the delta-functions	 Inserting here expression (15) and picking terms of the same 

, n 
.6.(1-A) (Q' ,Q) •	 powers of '7 .6.(Q,Q"), we obtain.6.~~,) (Q,Q') = ~ liA) (Q) I~t-A) (Q' )	 ( 12)

T 
1 

.6.(Q,Q") ([A~~A)(Q)-''7l;i'')(Q)]'7.6.(Q,Q')-E '7l;~A)(Q)'7n.6.(Q.Q~)} 
and the tensor fields, denoted by ~2 

N(A) (Q)	 E N~A) I(~) (Q). (13) -'7.6.(Q,Q") ([A~(A)(Q)-'7~iA)(Q)].6.(Q,Q')+E l;(A).(Q) (>,+l-n)'7n.6.(Q;Q' )}+ 
, 1 -1 o n~2 n 
1 

+ E '7n.6.( Q , Q" ) {.6. ( Q , Q' ) '7~ ( A ) ( Q) + (A + 1-n ) ~ ( A) ( Q) '7.6. ( Q , Q') +Using these notations as well as duality relations (7), the 
n~2 n n 

1 c" )'7m- n+ 1.6.(Q,Q')}algebra (11) can be written as:	 + E ~(>')(Q) (C n - _ = 0, (16) 
m~n+1 m m m 

'[T(Q) ,T(.Q')] = '7T(Q).6.(Q,Q') + 2T(Q)'7.6.(Q,Q'), 
where Cn -are the b Ln'omi.a L coefficients. Equation (16) leads to 

m 
[N(A) (Q), T(Q' ) ]='7N(A) (Q).6.(Q,Q' )+AN(A) (Q)'7.6.(Q,Q' )_~ (A) (Q,Q' ), 

the constraints on functions ~(A)(Q): 
m 

[N(A)(Q),N(A)(Q')] = 0,	 (14) 
,,~ ; A ) (Q) = '7~ iA ) (Q) , 

where T(Q)= N(2)(Q), .6.(Q,Q')= .6.~-l)(Q,Q'), and Q,Q'E CT'	 '7~(A)(Q) = 0, ~(A)(Q)(A+1-n) = 0, n~2. (17 ) 
n n 

We look for the 'solution ~(A)(Q,Q') of the form ~(A)(Q) = 0 n~4,
 
n '
 

~(A)(Q,Q') = E ~(A)~Q) '7n.6.(-l)(Q,Q'). (15) The theorem assertion is now obvious, 
n~O n T 

Amongst the above obtained ~lgebras there is one which can be 
:rheo'l..em: Th.e nontrivial central extensions of the algebra (14) 

considered as an extended algebra of constraints and subsidiary
exist only for the tensor fields N(A)(Q) at A=O,l,2 and 

conditions for the interacting string. Indeed, suppose that A=O in 
are given by 

(14) and choose ~(o)(Q,Q')= o(Q).6.(Q,Q'). Then using duality 
a. ~ (0) (Q,Q' ) o(Q).6.(Q,Q') + c 

1'7.6.(Q,Q'), 
relations	 (7) and denoting N~2)= L" we obtain the algebra of (11)

1 1b.	 ~(l)(Q,Q')' c 2 '72 .6. ( Q , Q' ) ,
 
type, where
 

c. ~(2)(Q,Q') c 3'73.6.( Q, Q' ) , 
1. j

J ~ ~O! = -2 I w e, o ,	 ( 18)where c	 and,o(Q)is the form nonexact on Cr. 1,J 111 11.c2,c3=const.,	 J 
To prove this statement we shall use the constraint derived from	 In a particular case, the third kind differential w may be~
 
the .Jacob L identity with three non-vanishing double commutators	 conaidered as 0 Then the central element ~ ~ OJ) will satisfy the 

1 ,~
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I 
I 

localcond.ition: I;~O)= 0 at li-j l >s. At g=O it is equal to I
I1-J constant Lorentz vector, IT(Q)= kJ.lITJ.l(Q). IT (Q)= 101. wn(Q). The 

J.l -{2 ut: 
1; ~ 0J~ I = 6~, :nd the whole construction coincides with the 

1,- g=o, o=w 1 differential o(Q) is defined from the agreement condition 
well-known extended algebra of constraints and subsidiary f ~IT(Q)+o(Q)J o. (25)j
c~nditions for the free bosonic string [4,5J. 

C~ 

Let us describe now the realization of algebra (11) at A=O~ ~ 
T 

i. where c' are the connected components of the contour CT' The 
in terms of dynamical variables of the closed string. Note that 

T 

I, arbitrary light-like vector kJ.l breaks the manifest Lorentz 
the sets of basic functions {f~A)} are full on the contour C at

J T invariance of the theory by picking out a preferred direction in 
each I,. Therefore the dynamical variables of the string may be f 

space-time. Therefore it is merely an auxiliary quantity. (The 
expanded qS 1 

fulfilment of the last equation in (11) will be guaranteed by 

2=O).XJ.l(Q)=X~ An(Q), PJ.l(Q) =PJ.lnvP(Q) . 09} 
k The problem of kJ.l-elimination has been analyzed in ~apers 

The expansion coefficients obey the Poisson brackets [10,11J. 

n m n n J.l v The .gene r-a I solution of (23) is the sum of the partial[XJ.l,XvJ=O, ' [Pn,PmJ=O. (20)[XJ.l'Pv mJ=nJ.lv6 m

The expressions for the operators L were obtained in [9] solution and the solution of the homogeneous equation. Thek 

_ .ron J.l J.l .ron _ 1 ,( m n . constant X(Qo) in (24), except a~. obviously depends on 
- 1/2 ~k Olm Oln' a <:k, - 2ITi J W W (21) ,Lk e k· 

Xm).C '! liJ.l= 1(p _iy, The latter operator commutes with aJ.l. and hence
T n 72 J.ln nm J.l n 

Unlike the variables X~ and p~. which depend on T. the 
with T(Q). To eliminate this dependence we have to separate X~ as 

m)coefficients Y2aJ.l = (P +iy X are T-independent. This follows 
n ut: nm J.l Xn=xn(a)+xn(li), and reject the secQnd term. In general it is

J.l J.l J.l 
from the Stokes-theorem. The constants Y are equal tonm difficult, because we don't know the inverse matrix. to

f Ynm · 

= -.1 A dA (22) However, in each concrete case, i.e. when the genus of the surfaceY nm 2IT1 n m
 
C
 

T l: is fixed, and the matrix elements Y are known, the givennm
 
To solve the second equation in (11) and thus to find the
 .i procedure may be realized. 

functions ~i = N(?), it is useful to transform this equation into 
-1 In conclusion we point out that all the above results may be. 

![~(Q) ,T(Q' ) J = [d~(Q) -o(Q) Jf.(Q,Q' ), (23 ) 
I similarly applied to the conjugate sector of the closed string. We 

j 
hope that the extention of the KN-algebra obtained here will bewhere ~(Q)= ~A (Q). The solution is given by

n 
Q .1 useful in calculations of the g-loop string diagrams and for 

~(Q) = X(Qo) + J (IT + 0), Q,Qo E CT . (24) applying operator methods to the problems of the conformal field 
Qo theory on the genus g Riemann surfaces. 

Here X(Q )= X (Q )kJ.l is the integration constant, k is the 
,0 J.l 0 J.l 
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KamaeB P.M., OCHnoB A.A. E2-88-931 
PaCIIIHpeHHe anreripsr Kpior eaepa-Honmcoa a , 
~HKcHpyw~ee KanH6poBKY B TeopHH 
SaMKHYTOH c-rpynsr 

it 
06cy~awTcH BOSMO~Hwe cnenHanbHwe paCIIIHpeHHH anre6pbl 

KpHtIeBepa-HoBHKOBa. CpeAH HHX HMeCTCH TaKoe, KOTopoe 
MO~HO TpaKTOBaTb KaK saMKHyTyW anre6py CBHseH H AononHH
TerrbHblX vcrronan B TeopHH 6030HHOH crpynsr C MHPOBOH no
BepXHOCTbW ~HKcHpoBaHHoH TononorHH. TIonytIeHa peanM3anHH 
AaHHOH arrr-etipst B TepMHHax CTpyHHblX rrepereenrnrx , OTCWAa 
nenae rca BbIBOA 0 TOM, tITO CHMMeTpHH H3yqaeMoH KBaHTOBOH 
CHCTeMbI IIIHpe, tIeM 06bltIHaH BRST-HHBapHaHTHocTb'. 

Pa60Ta BblTIOnHeHa B Jlaoop aropaa HAepHbIX npotirrere 
oaaa, 

Ilpenpaar 06"beJJ;HHeHHoro HHCTHTyTB anepasrx HcCne~OBaHHH.lly6Ha 1988 

Kashaev R.M., Osipov A.A.	 E2-88-931 
The Gauge Fixing Extension of the 
Krichever-Novikov Algebra in the Closed
 
String Theory
 

possible special extensions of the Krichever-Novikov 
algebra are discussed. Among 'them there is one which 
can be interpreted as the closed algebra of constraints

'\
 
I
 and subsidiary conditions in the theory of the boson 

string with the fixed topology world-sheet. Realization
l of the given algebra is obtained in terms of string 

variables. The conclusion is drawn that the symmetry

~: of the quantum system studied is wider than the usual 
BRST-invariance. 
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